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Abstract
The paper describes an electronic dictionary recently published on cd-rom accompanied by the text corpus on
which it is based The dictionary is a key to the corpus consisting ofthe oldest collections ofMediaeval Danish
ballads, nine manuscripts from the latter halfofthe 16th century. The dictionary is constructed to function as a
search tool for the interested layman, at the same time offering numerous possibilities for linguistic and literary
studies. The com putation al ph ilolog ical m ethod ology subdi vides the ta sk ofconstructing the dictionary into eight
processes, five ofwhich are fullyautomatic. The accumulating approach takes advantage ofthe information in
all the material processed at any given time and makes the current dictionary and the processed texts available
forscholarlyinvcstigationsduringthedictionaryconstructionprocess.Thestructurerfthedictionaryreflectsthe
multi level markup ofthe texts. The use ofthe descriptive levek in the dictionary is illustrated by examples of
research from sewral disciplines: discourseanalysis, semantics, lexicology, and studies ofstyleand genre.

Introduction
With the steady growth of computer power and the general availabiUty of PCs, the literary
heritage can be made accessibfe to the interested general pubhc with a corpus-based dictionary
as a keyto a digital version ofthe authentic texts, flhistrated bypicturesoftheir manusaipts. In
the Scandinavian Bterary heritage, the Danish ballad manuscripts ofthe 16th century occupy a
prominent place as the oldest written evidence ofthe oral European ballad tradition, m a five
years' interdiscipĽnary research project, DanskFolkevisekultur 1550-1700 (Danish Balladry
1550-1700), the oldest manuscripts, the reception ofthe baflads, and their cuftural context were
the main themes of study [Ruus 1996]. The results are bemg published in fcur volumes
[Lundgreen-Nieben & Ruus 1999,2000,2001,2002], ofwhich the third is accompanied by a
cd-rom [Ruus 2001b] giving access to a dictionary based on 547 baDad and song texts, and to
the complete textual tradition before 1591, the year ofpubHcation ofthe first printed baflad
edition.
The Textual Challenge
Most ofthe balhd and song texts have been pubfished in scholarly editions grouped by genre,not
by manuscript, and the only dictionary covering the relevant period of Danish was published
before the schohrly editions were finished; there is consequentry a need for a lexical key to the
texts. The manuscripts are written by numerous different persons at a time when instruction in
writing was scarce, and regularity and orthographical order was considered less important than
the imposing effect ofdouble and triple letters. In the manuscripts, words like heart and heaven,
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Modern Danish hjerte and himmerig, are spelled in 29 and 36 different ways respectivety, Figure
1 and Figure 2 show extracts from the entries in the dictionary. In order to search for and find
aU instances of a given word or phrase in the text corpus, it is necessary to neutralize such
ortfaographic variation; even the most learnedphilologist wiUbeunable to foresee all the speflings
ofa given word orphrase in the manuscripts. The neutralization is efiFected by adding a neutral
spelling as close to the spelling in Modern Danish as the metre permits, to each textual word. To
facilitate searches for afl forms ofa given lemma, the neutral forms are tied to the relevant
lemmas. In this waythe texts are represented on three different levefe: the first fevel being textual
source word and abbreviated parts ofthe source word, the second an orthographicalK/ neutral
spelHng, the third the corresponding bmmawith its part ofspeech. The three levels inthe texts
were marked up according to the SGML standard.

Figure 1: Some spellings oîhjertet.

Figure 2: Some spelfings oihimmerig.

The Methodology for Constructing the Dictionary
The methodology for furnishing the texts with the markup, at the same time accumulative^
building the dictionary, subdivides the task into 8 processes,[Duncker & Ruus 2000; Ruus
2001 a], cf. Figure 3. Thedictionary is built accumulatively by processing one text at a time. The
first step in the processing ofa text is a look-up ofall the source word forms in the current
dict ionary, information about afl the words ateady in the dictionary is added auto matically to t he
source word forms inthe text. The next step is a fiiUyautomatic process that adds proposate for
neutral forms and lemma forms for the unknown word forms in the text that resemble forms of
akeadyknownwords. As the third step, the lexicographerfiUs in information aboutthe remaining
unknown word forms. At this stage, many words in the text have several proposals, these
proposals are organized inwheels, and an automatic process based on the likelihood ofthe
proposal in the current context, justifies the wheels so that the most likery proposal ispresented
fírst. bi the next step, the lexicographer checks the muM level representation. As a further
precautionarymeasure, a dictionaryofnew words in the text is made automaticalry and checked
by the lexicographer. When a text has been processed the new source word forms, new
orthographicalfy neutral forms, and new femmas from this text is added to the dictionary.
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1. Add MLT information to known sourceword forms.
Current Multi Level dictionary

2. ForecastMLTinformation forunknownsourceword formsrelated
to words in thc MLT dictionary.
3. Fill in MLT information for remaining unknown source word
forms.

Multi Level Text representation

4. Adjust homograph wheels.
5. Check Multi Level representation ofthe text
6. Make dictionary ofnewwords from the text.
7. Check dictionary ofnewwords from the text.

Tokenized source text

8. Update MLT dictionary with the new words from the text.

Figure 3: Eight processes are combined to add multilevelinformation to atext,
extract its new words and add these to the current dictionary. Five of the
processes are fuUy automatic exploiting the accuracy and speed ofcomputers,
three processes are performed under surveilhnce of the lexicographer because
they require the unique hermeneutic powers ofhumans. The processes 1,2,4,6,
and 8 are My automatic, the processes 3, 5, and 7 are supervised by the
lexicographer.

The Dictionary Structure and Content
When the texts are being marked up, the unknown textual words and lemmas from each ofthe
texts are added to the dictionary, all multi level information about the textual words is stored in
the dictionary. The structureofthe dictionaryentries is as folfows (the arrowmeans 'consists of,
the question mark means 'one or none', the phxs sign means 'one or more') :
dictionaryentry —

lemma, part ofspeech, discriminator?, gloss?,
(orthographically neutral spelling, (source word)+ )+

The lemmas are, as fer as possibfe, chosen in accordance with the femmalist of the authorised
Modern Danish dictionary oforthography [Dansk Sprognaevn 1986], two or more homographic
lemmas with the same part ofspeech are distinguished by discriminators. Lemmas completely
foreign to Modern Danes in form or meaning receive a gfoss. The dbtionary extracts in Figure
4 and 5 are taken from four entries distinguished pairwise bydiscriminators: the verbs bede vb;
anmode (En. ask) and bede vb;jage (En. hunt), and the nouns ting sb;forsamling iEn. court)
and ting sb; genstand (En. thing). In the extracts (cf. Figure 1,2,4, 5 and 9), the discriminator
and part ofspeech ofthe lemma marked in the listto the feft, appear above, the neutralforms of
the marked lemmainthe trdddle, and source forms ofthe marked neutralformto theright.
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Figure 4: Look-ups ofthe two verbs bede; the lemmalist is in the column to the
left, the orthographically neutral forms ofthe selected lemma appear in the
column in the middle, and the source forms ofthe selected neutral form in the
cohimn to the right.

Figure 5: Look-ups ofthe two nouns ting. Note the similarities in the two lists of
source forms in the columns to the right. Whenthe buttonmarked Seg is clicked,
the relevant information is entered automaticalty into a search window.

The Pivotal Role of the Dictionary
The cd-rom has a user interface with buttons, windows, and pulWown menus. The user may
search in the whole corpus or restrict the searchbasis according to his interests, e.g. to a single
manuscript or to all the versions ofone single ballad. When the dictionary button is cficked, a
window with abox for indicating the refevant part ofthe dictionaryappears, whena few fetters
are entered here, the ferranas starting withthese letters appear in a subwindow, and it is possible
to scroll untill the search lemma is located; when the femma is cHcked, its part of speech,
discriminator, and all orthographically neutral forms belonghg to the lemma appear; if an
orthographically neutral form is clicked, all the source forms it represents, appear in another
subwindow, cf. Figure 1, 2, 4, and 5.
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BDepending on the search interest of the user, a femma, an orthographicalK' neutral form or a
source formismarked, and the informationfromthe dictiomryissubsequentry transferredto a
search window by cKcking the rebvant Seg-button. m the search window, several criteria may
becombined byrepeatedconsultationofthe dictionary. Byusingthedictionaryinthisway, itis
possible to construct innumerable searches. A search combinmg the plural form ofthe noun rune
Q2n. rune) and the lemma kaste vb (En. throw) locates the baUads where someone tries to obtain
love by means ofmagic. A search asking for the orthographicaUy neutral form hjertet (definite
form of hjerte, En. heart) occurring in the same verse as the adjective kœr (En. dear), finds all
occurrences of the phrase haver i hjertet kœr (En. loves dearly). Figure 6 shows the combmed
search criteria. Figure 7 shows an extract from the results ofthe search.
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Figure 6: Two search criteria are combined by the operator
Samme vers som (En. in the same verse as): hjertet (En. the
heart) an orthographicallyneutral formofthe lemma hjerte with
the part of speech Substantiv (En. noun) combined with the
lemma kcer (En. dear) with the part of speech Adjektiv flEn.
adjective). At the bottom ofthe search window, it is specifiedthat
the occurrences found will be shown in source forms and in
orthographicaUy neutral forms, and that the context is the verse
ofthe occurrence.
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Amia Munks handskrift 2D :

Trykt

13.
dy hafluer hannom y blerthett Idere.
de haver hanrmm t HJertetkare,

Renteefls handskrift 60 :

Uttykt

Hagbard og Signe

23.
der i haffuer i blertet kier,
der 1 haver t Ąfertet kar,

Svaoing handskrift I IS :

Trykt.

Tm ••• •11•

3.
ieg hafíwer en suend i Mettet saa kier,
Jeghaver en svend t tffcrtetså her,

Figure 7: Extract of results from the search in Figure 6. Thewordssearched for
are inbold face; for eachoccurrence thename ofthe manuscript (Da. handskrift),
the title ofthe baflad, andthe numberofthe stanzaare given. In the searchresults
the titte of the baUad is Ľnked to the whole text, consequently, the broader
context ofthe occurrence is easily available.
In the universe ofthe balbds, the possession ofgold is a sign ofsocialprominence, a search for
the lemmas guld (En. gold) and rod (En. read) in the same verse yields 228 occurrences from 82
different balhds, an extract ofthe search resuls is shown in Figure 8.

•••••••&•••••••
Jens Bffles hândskrift 5 :

Gunderaads Bqlra

Trykt

\££

10.
for redet gold oc for hermeryn.
farredetguMog forhermehn.

JensBifleshåndskriftfi:

Hnrtni ng Mands Moder

Trykt

25.

ate det rflde gold, »om hon hafFde.
alt det rede gubi, som hun
kavde.

Jens Bifles hândskrift 9 :

Knng Har^pfi Bryfliffi

Trykt

25.

dee vare affrflden gold:
de vare afrvden guSd:

Figure 8: Theresults froma search onthe femma levelshow
different forms ofthe adjective red QEn. read)redet, rode,
r0den collocated with the noun guld (En. gold).
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To foüow the trace of gold, the dictionary is consufted; a look-up reveafe that 20 compound
words havegwW as their first part. Another evidence ofhigh social standing is the use ofsUk. The
dictionary contains 15 compound words with silke as their first parL These observations fit in
with the ideak ofthe owners ofthe baUad manuscripts, the great nobles ofDenmark-Norway in
the latter halfofthe 16th century spent a lot ofeffort on combining, dividing and fighting over
manors and estates.
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Figure9:Thedictionaryshowshowgoldand sükfigureprominentlyinthebalbd
universe as can be traced in the many compound words with guld and silke as
their first part.
The Descriptive Levels as Search Tools
Depending on the user's search interests, one or several descriptive levels are involved in the
specificationofthe search. A user interested in the materialcultureofthe texts willconcentrate
on the lemma leveland make searches basedonthe nouns ofshipping, clothing etc. GunnerLind
[1999] has e.g. shown how the weapons play a centralroleinthe idealmascuHnityinthe period
by searching for occurrences ofweapon nouns in the texts. A user interested inthe oldfashioned
adjective forms in -en and -er, will concentrate on the level oforthographicanyneutral forms. A
user with special interest in the formulaic styfe ofthe ballads w01 combine these two levels, e.g.
instances of a formula for arriving like ••• ridende i gård 'entered on horseback' will be found
by combining the orthographically neutral form ••• ofthe lemma komme (En. come) with the
lemmas ride vb and gård sb (En. yard). Syntacticians wiU make use ofthe orthographicaUy
neutral forms to search for grammatical constructions, e.g. the passive verbal forms bads and
bedes from the entry bede (En. ask), cf. Figure 4. The source fevel forms are ofspecial interest
to philologists studying the characteristics of^arts of) single manuscripts.
The phrase kom ridende igård indicates change ofscene, the search combining the three main
words reveals that the phrase has several variants : both ridende, i, and gård have variant s on the
orthographicallyneutral level- and ofcourse numerous source level variants. The searchfurther
reveals that in the great majority ofthe cases, the person arriving on horseback is male.
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Figure 10: The combined search criteria for finding the occurrences ofthe phrase
kom ridende i gård.
Research Examples
During the construction ofthe mufti level corpus-base and the dictionary, schokrs from several
disciplines in the humanities seized the opportunity to make searches with the current dictionary
in the current corpus-base and used the results in their respective investigations. As the
methodology ensures that the current dictionary covers all the texts in the current corpus-base,
and the current dictionary and base contain only data that have been carefully proofread, the
results ofthe searches in the construction phase are completely reliable for the amount of texts
encluded in the corpus-base. The only caveat for users in the construction phase is that the
number ofoccurrences or lack ofoccurrencesofa given phenomenon may change when more
texts are inchided. The studies compfeted during the construction phase inchide historical
pragmatics, the poetic formuhe ofthebaflads, the idealmafe ofthe 16th century and others.
The social variation in pronouns ofadress
Most ballads have been recorded in several different versions; in the oldest tradition, 18 baUads
and songs are recorded in five ormore versions piuus 2000]. One ofthe characteristics ofthe
balhds is the combination ofnarrative and dialogue, the diatogues between the main characters
being fairly stable in the different versions. By searching fcr key words ingreetings fike hel adj
and velkommen adj (En. hail and welcome), and forms ofpersonal pronouns, it was possible to
describe the modes ofadress; apatternbased on socialstanding wasrevealed: persons ofequal
social status adress each other with the second person singular form ofthe personal pronoun,
while older persons and perso ns ofhigher s ocial status are adressed with the second person plural
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form of the personal pronoun; correspondingry, velkommen is used when the persons are
acquainted with each other, whereas hel is used inmore formal situations [Ruus 1999].
Roses and lUies
In the poetic language ofthe balhds and songs, the maidens are often referred to as roses or
lifies. These flower terms occur in a series of compound words, many of which are also used
about young women. Vibeke A. Pedersen [2001] has described the formula system in one ofthe
manuscripts by searching for key words in the formulae. Her studies show among others that
both compounds like liljekvist, liljevånd, rosenkvist (En. twig or branch oflily, ofrose), and
rosenblomme (En. roseflower) are used for maidens. Other studies have shown the differences
in the poetic language ofthe ballad genre as opposed to the lyrical songs ofthe manuscripts
[Duncker 2000; Thomasen 2000].
Variation and stabUity in the lexical core
The inventory oflemmas in the dictionary and their fiequence in the text corpus may form the
basis for a diachronic study of the variation and stabiHty in the vocabulary of Danish. A
preliminaryinvestigation comparingthe frequent lemmas in the electronic dictionary ofballad and
song texts with an inventory ofcore words from Modern Danish [Ruus 1998], has shown that
the stable areas ofthe vocabulary comprise function words like conjunctions, pronouns and
prepositions, and the vocabubry ofsemantic fields ••• colours and communication, whife words
designating persons and their social functions varyacross time.

Conclusion
The corpus-based electronic dictionary ofballad and song texts from the 16th century is a
priceless tool for aU kinds ofusers, offering information about aU the words in 547 balkds and
songs - more than hatfofthe oldest tradition - and giving access to aU their occurrences. As the
rich orthographical variance is captured in the dictionary, it is abo possible to use the dictionary
as a tool for searching in the 392 balhds and songs stored on the cd-rom in source fevel form
only[Ruus2001b].
The interested hyman gets a unique key to the oldest baDad tradition. The orthographically
neutral forms and the femmas closeto Modern Danishaccompanied byexphnatoryglosses assist
the amateurreader in his interpretation, and the source level text forms and the pictures from the
manuscripts constitute a direct link to the ballad lovers ofthe 16th century.
For scholars ofmany discipunes, the corpus-based electronic dictionary opens innumerable
avenues of study. Literary scholars may trace the themes and their poetic guise across
manuscriptsandballadtypes. Hstoriansmayperuse theideab and interestsofthe 16thcentury
nobiHty, tracing important themes bysearching with the dictionary. Philologists and historical
linguists may compare the vocabulary and the phrases intemaflyineach manuscript, and through
the centuries, pursuing specific words and phrases in older and in younger texts.
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The corpusrbased dictionaryapproach described here is equaUy appficabfe to other collections

oftexts in languages with a lexicographical tradition, whether old or modern, spoken or written.
The muŁi fevel representation of the texts and the muki level information in the dictionary make
it possible to keep all characteristic features ofthe authentic spoken or written texts, whether
pronunciation variants, speHing variants, typographical errors or capitalization, linking the
variants to the neutral forms suitabfe for searching.
The accumuhting technique has thebeneficialeffect that the &lry automatic processes carryan
increasing proportion ofthe workload as more texts areprocessed [Duncker&Ruusto appear].
The careful combination offully automatic processes, used when speed and repetition are the
dominating factors, and ofprocesses fuuy controUed by the lexicographer ensures that the
markup ofthe texts and thedictbnarybasedon the texts are as correct as humanlypossible.
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